
 

Grade 7 Mathematics MCA  
Item Sampler Teacher Guide 

 

Overview of Item Samplers 

Item samplers are one type of student resource provided to help students and educators prepare for test 
administration. While standardized tests are familiar to almost all students, each assessment has its own layout and 
ways students interact with it. The item samplers should be used to familiarize students and educators with how the 
content is assessed by providing examples of the format and item types students could encounter on the MCA. 

Other Resources 

While this Teacher Guide provides detailed information about the item samplers, the student tutorial is the resource 
that should be used to familiarize students and educators with the general functionality of the online test, including 
navigation, tools, and examples of all item types.  

For further information about the student tutorial and using student resources, refer to the Purposes of Student 
Resources on the Item Samplers page of PearsonAccess Next (PearsonAccess Next > Preparing for Testing > Item 
Samplers). Please contact mde.testing@state.mn.us for any questions about the MCA or resources for testing. 

Contents of this Teacher Guide 

The Teacher Guides provide supplementary information for the items in the online item samplers, including: 

• An answer key for the online item samplers* 
• Item images 
• Images of correct answers for technology-enhanced items or items highlighting special functionality  
• Rationales for correct and incorrect answer options 
• Alignment to the benchmarks from the test specifications 
• Cognitive complexity (indicated as Depth of Knowledge or DOK) from the test specifications  
• Calculator designation (CL = calculator allowed; NC = no calculator) 
• Notes on grade expectations and/or item type information included for some items 

For detailed information on benchmarks and cognitive complexity levels, see the test specifications on the MDE 
website (Districts, Schools and Educators > Statewide Testing > Test Specifications). 

*The answer key for paper item samplers (12-point, 18-point, 24-point, and braille test books) is included on the last 
page of this Teacher Guide. Some items on the paper item samplers appear in the online item sampler and the answer 
key includes information on where corresponding item information can be found in this guide. 

Student Responses 
Upon completion of the online item samplers, a report is displayed, which provides student responses for some item 
types. This report can be printed for use in conjunction with the information in this Teacher’s Guide on how the student 
responded to those items. The overall score on the report is not a predictor of performance on the MCA; it is simply a 
total of correct responses. Note: student responses for multiple-choice and multiple-response items will display the 
student’s response followed by an underscore and additional text (e.g., A_A). Please ignore the information after the 
underscore.  

http://minnesota.pearsonaccessnext.com/item-samplers/
mailto:mde.testing@state.mn.us
http://education.state.mn.us/MDE/dse/test/spec/


Grade 7 Mathematics MCA Item Sampler 
Online Answer Key 

 
     Section 1 
     10 Questions 

Item # Correct 
Answer 

Item 
Type Benchmark Calculator 

1 D MC 7.1.1.3 CL 
2 C MC 7.1.1.4 CL 
3 B MC 7.1.2.5 CL 
4 C MC 7.2.2.4 CL 
5 N/A TE 7.2.3.2 CL 
6 A MC 7.2.4.1 CL 
7 B MC 7.3.1.1 CL 
8 B MC 7.3.2.3 CL 
9 N/A TE 7.4.1.2 CL 
10 B MC 7.4.3.3 CL 

 
      Section 2 
      9 Questions 

Item # Correct 
Answer 

Item 
Type Benchmark Calculator 

1 N/A TE 7.1.1.1 NC 
2 N/A TE 7.1.2.1 NC 
3 B MC 7.1.2.2 NC 
4 D MC 7.1.2.6 NC 
5 D MC 7.2.1.1 NC 
6 A MC 7.2.1.2 NC 
7 N/A TE 7.2.2.1 NC 
8 B MC 7.3.2.1 NC 
9 D MC 7.4.2.1 NC 

 
      Section 3 
      14 Questions 

Item # Correct 
Answer 

Item 
Type Benchmark Calculator 

1 C MC 7.1.1.2 CL 
2 A MC 7.1.1.5 CL 
3 A MC 7.1.2.4 CL 
4 A MC 7.2.2.2 CL 
5 C MC 7.2.3.1 CL 
6 A MC 7.2.4.2 CL 



7 B MC 7.3.1.2 CL 
8 D MC 7.3.2.4 CL 
9 D MC 7.4.1.1 CL 
10 D MC 7.4.3.2 CL 
11 N/A TE 7.4.3.2 CL 
12 N/A TE 7.2.3.1 CL 
13 N/A TE 7.2.1.2 CL 
14 N/A TE 7.3.2.4 CL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Section 1 
 
Question 1 

Benchmark: 7.1.1.3 
Locate positive and negative rational numbers on a number line, understand the concept 
of opposites, and plot pairs of positive and negative rational numbers on a coordinate 
grid.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: opposite, coordinate, origin, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: CL 
Answer:  D 

A Moved 2 spaces to the left of −2. 
B Used −2 from the question. 
C Moved 2 spaces to the right of −2. 
D Correct. The opposite of −2 is 2. 



 

Question 2 

Benchmark: 7.1.1.4 
Compare positive and negative rational numbers expressed in various forms using the 
symbols .  
For example: .  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: CL 
Answer:  C 

A 0.75 is not less than 0.5625. 
B −0.375 is not less than −0.38. 
C Correct.  1.84 is greater than 1.833333… 
D −2.6 is not greater than 1.5. 



 

Question 3 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.2.5 
Use proportional reasoning to solve problems involving ratios in various contexts.  
For example: A recipe calls for milk, flour and sugar in a ratio of  (this is how 
recipes are often given in large institutions, such as hospitals). How much flour and milk 
would be needed with 1 cup of sugar?  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportion and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: B 

A Used 4 trees per hour and 4 hours; . 
B Correct.  
C Used rate of 4 trees per hour instead of  trees per hour; . 
D Used rate of 10 trees per hour instead of  trees per hour; . 



 

Question 4 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.2.4 
Represent real-world or mathematical situations using equations and inequalities 
involving variables and positive and negative rational numbers.  
For example: “Four-fifths is three greater than the opposite of a number” can be 
represented as , and “height no bigger than half the radius” can be 
represented as .  
Another example: “x is at least -3 and less than 5” can be represented as  

, and also on a number line.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: C   

A Showed Jayda running  of the mileage instead of 3 times. 
B Mixed up second inequality sign and showed the mileage instead of 3 times. 
C Correct. 
D Mixed up second inequality sign. 

“



 
 
 
 
 

Question 5 

Benchmark: 7.2.3.2 
Evaluate algebraic expressions containing rational numbers and whole number 
exponents at specified values of their variables.  
For example: Evaluate the expression at .  

Item Specifications  
• Expressions contain no more than 3 variables  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: evaluate, substitute, and vocabulary given at previous 

grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item.  The correct answer is shown.  A student must type 
the correct answer in the box in order to receive 1 point. 

 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know order of operations from previous 
grades. 

Note: The allowable characters that can be entered in the answer box are digits 0-9, 
fraction bar (/), decimal point (.), and negative sign (-). Students cannot enter a comma 
in numbers with more than 3 digits. Familiarity with calculators will help the students with 
this concept. 



 
 

Question 6 

Benchmark: 7.2.4.1 
Represent relationships in various contexts with equations involving variables and 
positive and negative rational numbers. Use the properties of equality to solve for the 
value of a variable. Interpret the solution in the original context.  
For example: Solve for w in the equation  when  and  

.  
Another example: To post an Internet website, Mary must pay $300 for initial set up and 
a monthly fee of $12. She has $842 in savings, how long can she sustain her website?  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: A   

A Correct. Solved . 
B ; . 
C . 
D . 



Question 7 

 

Benchmark: 7.3.1.1 
Demonstrate an understanding of the proportional relationship between the diameter 
and circumference of a circle and that the unit rate (constant of proportionality) is . 
Calculate the circumference and area of circles and sectors of circles to solve problems 
in various contexts.  

Item Specifications  
• Allowable notation:  (written as a symbol, not as “pi”)  
• Items may assess finding the area and arc length of a sector  
• Items do not assess finding the perimeter of a sector  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: radius, diameter, circumference, and vocabulary given 

at previous grades  

DOK: 3 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: B 

A Divided area of circle by arc length; . 
B Correct. . 
C Found circumference of circle; . 
D Found area of entire circle instead of just the area of the sector; . 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know how to find area and circumference 
of a circle, and how to use proportional reasoning. A combination of skills is required to 
solve this item, though many different approaches exist, making this a DOK 3 item. 



Student must conceptualize that a sector is a portion of a circle and use that idea to 
create a proportion to find the unknown. The problem is not scaffolded for the student.  

Student may solve for the area of the sector using the fact that the ratio of the area of 
the sector to the area of the circle must equal the ratio of the arc length to the 
circumference. 

 

 
Area of sector  =     6.28    
                      

Or student may find the shaded fraction of the circle and multiply that by the area of the 
whole circle. 
Area of sector = (Arc length/circumference) × (area of circle); . 



 
 

Question 8 

Benchmark: 7.3.2.3 
Use proportions and ratios to solve problems involving scale drawings and conversions 
of measurement units.  
For example: 1 square foot equals 144 square inches.  
Another example: In a map where 1 inch represents 50 miles,  inch represents 25 
miles.  

Item Specifications  
• Conversions are limited to no more than 2 per item  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: similar, corresponding, scale drawing, conversion, and 

vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: B   

A Miscalculated. 
B Correct.  
C Miscalculated. 
D Miscalculated. 



 

Question 9 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.1.2 
Describe the impact that inserting or deleting a data point has on the mean and the 
median of a data set. Know how to create data displays using a spreadsheet to examine 
this impact.  
For example: How does dropping the lowest test score affect a student's mean test 
score?  

Item Specifications  
• Data sets are limited to no more than 10 data points  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: outlier and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 3 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. A correct answer is shown. A student must 
complete the line plot correctly in order to receive 1 point. 

 



Notes on grade expectations: This item requires the ability to interpret a line plot and use 
the data to determine the mean. Student should be able to reverse the skills in this 
benchmark and find additional data points required to achieve a given mean. This item is 
DOK level 3 because the student must think of an approach for solving the problem, 
then carry out several steps. This scaffolding is not done for the student as is often done 
in DOK 2 items.  
The sum of the 20 given data points is 319. If there are going to be 22 points with a new 
mean of 16, then the new sum is . The difference between 352 and 319 
is 33, so that’s the total value of the two new data points. Create any two points on the 
line plot that sum to 33. One example is shown. 

 
 



Question 10 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.3.3 
Use proportional reasoning to draw conclusions about and predict relative frequencies of 
outcomes based on probabilities.  
For example: When rolling a number cube 600 times, one would predict that a 3 or 6 
would be rolled roughly 200 times, but probably not exactly 200 times.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: B 

A Added 15 to numerator, but not to denominator; . 
B Correct. Added 24 more spins  which is  or . 
C Found number of purple spins needed out of 120 to get . 
D Added 24 more spins ( ), but chose the sum of the numerators 

( ) instead of just the 24 additional spins.  

Notes on grade expectations: Student should be able to reverse the skills in this 
benchmark and find the number of additional successful spins required to achieve the 
equivalent of the theoretical probability. Theoretical probability is . Solve for x: 



Section 2 
 
Question 1 
 

 
 
Benchmark: 7.1.1.1 
Know that every rational number can be written as the ratio of two integers or as a 
terminating or repeating decimal. Recognize that  is not rational, but that it can be 
approximated by rational numbers such as  and 3.14.  
 
Item Specifications  
• Allowable notation: . . . . ,  (written as a symbol, not as “pi”)  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: terminating, repeating, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  
 
DOK: 1 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: 
 
This is a technology-enhanced item. The correct answer is shown. A student must select 
all three correct numbers in order to receive 1 point.  
 

 
 
Notes on grade expectations: Student should be able to determine if a number is rational 
or irrational using the definition.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Question 2 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.2.1 
Add, subtract, multiply and divide positive and negative rational numbers that are 
integers, fractions and terminating decimals; use efficient and generalizable procedures, 
including standard algorithms; raise positive rational numbers to whole-number 
exponents.  
For example: . 

Item Specifications  
• Items must not have context  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. The correct answer is shown. A student must type 
the correct answer in the box in order to receive 1 point. 

 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know the order of operations from previous 
grades. 

Note: The allowable characters that can be entered in the answer box are digits 0-9, 
fraction bar (/), decimal point (.), and negative sign (-). Students cannot enter a comma 
in numbers with more than 3 digits. Familiarity with calculators will help the students with 
this concept. 



 
 

Question 3 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.2.2 
Use real-world contexts and the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction to 
explain why the procedures of arithmetic with negative rational numbers make sense.  
For example: Multiplying a distance by -1 can be thought of as representing that same 
distance in the opposite direction. Multiplying by -1 a second time reverses directions 
again, giving the distance in the original direction.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: inverse and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: B 

A Chose model showing . 
B Correct.  
C Chose model showing . 
D Chose model showing . 



 

Question 4 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.2.6 
Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between the absolute value of a 
rational number and distance on a number line. Use the symbol for absolute value.  
For example:  represents the distance from -3 to 0 on a number line or 3 units; the 
distance between 3 and  on the number line is  or .  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: absolute value and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: D  

A Ignored the possibility of a negative value for k; distance cannot be negative. 
B Ignored the possibility of a negative value for k; distance cannot be negative. 
C Chose a value less than k. 
D Correct.  



Question 5 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.1.1 
Understand that a relationship between two variables, x and y, is proportional if it can be 
expressed in the form  or . Distinguish proportional relationships from 
other relationships, including inversely proportional relationships (  or ).  
For example: The radius and circumference of a circle are proportional, whereas the 
length x and the width y of a rectangle with area 12 are inversely proportional, since 

 or equivalently, .  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportional, inversely, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: D 

A Chose an inversely proportional relationship. 
B Chose a horizontal line. 
C Chose an inversely proportional relationship. 
D Correct.  



Question 6 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.1.2 
Understand that the graph of a proportional relationship is a line through the origin 
whose slope is the unit rate (constant of proportionality). Know how to use graphing 
technology to examine what happens to a line when the unit rate is changed.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportional, origin, slope, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: A 

A Correct. The graph of a proportional relationship is a straight line that goes 
through the origin; written as  where k is the constant of proportionality. 

B Chose the straight line that does not go through the origin and has a slope of 0. 
C Chose the absolute value relationship, not the proportional relationship. 
D Chose a straight line that does not go through the origin. 



 

Question 7 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.2.1 
Represent proportional relationships with tables, verbal descriptions, symbols, equations 
and graphs; translate from one representation to another. Determine the unit rate 
(constant of proportionality or slope) given any of these representations.  
For example: Larry drives 114 miles and uses 5 gallons of gasoline. Sue drives 300 
miles and uses 11.5 gallons of gasoline. Use equations and graphs to compare fuel 
efficiency and to determine the costs of various trips.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportional, origin, slope, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. The correct answer is shown. A student must select 
the correct points on the grid in order to receive 1 point. Any 2 points on the line  
will score as correct. 



 

 
 
 
 



Question 8 

 

Benchmark: 7.3.2.1 
Describe the properties of similarity, compare geometric figures for similarity, and 
determine scale factors.  
For example: Corresponding angles in similar geometric figures have the same 
measure.  

Item Specifications  
• Allowable notation:  (similar),  (congruent),  (segment FG), FG (length of 

segment FG)  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: similar, corresponding, scale factor, and vocabulary 

given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: B 

A Mixed up the word “similar” with “congruent”.  
B Correct. Used the Transitive Property of Similarity. 
C Reflected figures are congruent; mixed up the word “similar” with “congruent”. 

D Did not realize that since both triangles are similar to , they must be similar 
to each other. 



Question 9 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.2.1 
Use reasoning with proportions to display and interpret data in circle graphs (pie charts) 
and histograms. Choose the appropriate data display and know how to create the 
display using a spreadsheet or other graphing technology.  

Item Specifications  
• Circle graphs have no more than 6 sectors  
• Histograms have no more than 5 intervals  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: circle graph, histogram, frequency table, and 

vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: NC 
Answer: D  

A Shows how many animals weigh between 0 and 4.9 pounds, not how many 
weigh exactly 4.9 pounds. 

B Shows how many animals weigh between 5 and 9.9 pounds, not how many 
weigh between 5 and 10 pounds. 

C Shows how many animals weigh less than 4.9 pounds or 9.9 pounds, not 8 
pounds. 

D Correct. Question can be answered by summing the last two bar heights: 
. 



Section 3 
 
Question 1 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.1.2 
Understand that division of two integers will always result in a rational number. Use this 
information to interpret the decimal result of a division problem when using a calculator.  
For example:  gives 4.16666667 on a calculator. This answer is not exact. The 
exact answer can be expressed as , which is the same as . The calculator 
expression does not guarantee that the 6 is repeated, but that possibility should be 
anticipated. 

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: terminating, repeating, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: C 

A The number is a fraction, not a positive or negative whole number, so it is not an 
integer. 

B The number can be written as the ratio of 2 integers, so it is not irrational. 
C Correct. The number can be written as the ratio of 2 integers, so it is rational. 
D The number is a fraction, so it is not a whole number. 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know the definition of integer and rational 
from previous grades. 



 

Question 2 

 

Benchmark: 7.1.1.5 
Recognize and generate equivalent representations of positive and negative rational 
numbers, including equivalent fractions.  

For example:  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 1 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: A 

A Correct. The decimal is 5.1333333333… so the bar is only over the 3. 
B The bar should only be over the repeating part of the decimal, which is 3, not 13. 
C The decimal does not terminate. The 3 repeats, so it should have a bar above it. 
D The 1 in the tenths place is missing.  



 
 

Question 3 

Benchmark: 7.1.2.4 
Solve problems in various contexts involving calculations with positive and negative 
rational numbers and positive integer exponents, including computing simple and 
compound interest.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: simple interest, compound interest, and vocabulary 

given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: A 

A Correct.  of 26.2 is 6.55, and . 
B Calculated time to complete  of the race instead of ; . 
C Calculated time to complete entire race instead of  of it; . 
D Calculated number of miles remaining; . 



 

Question 4 

Benchmark: 7.2.2.2 
Solve multi-step problems involving proportional relationships in numerous contexts.  
For example: Distance-time, percent increase or decrease, discounts, tips, unit pricing, 
lengths in similar geometric figures, and unit conversion when a conversion factor is 
given, including conversion between different measurement systems.  
Another example: How many kilometers are there in 26.2 miles?  

Item Specifications  
• Contexts may include (but are not limited to) discounts, tax, and percent of change  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportional and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: A  

A Correct. Each box of cookies costs $2.25.  
B Calculated 5 more boxes instead of 4 more boxes; . 
C Added last two entries in cost column; . 
D Added all entries in cost column; . 



 

 

Question 5 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.3.1 
Use properties of algebra to generate equivalent numerical and algebraic expressions 
containing rational numbers, grouping symbols and whole number exponents. Properties 
of algebra include associative, commutative and distributive laws.  
For example: Combine like terms (use the distributive law) to write  

.  

Item Specifications  
• Items must not have context  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: simplify and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: C 

A Subtracted  instead of multiplying by ; simplified . 
B Distributed to n only, not to 4. Calculated . 

C 
Correct. 

D Made errors in applying order of operations; 
. 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know order of operations from previous 
grades. 



 

Question 6 

Benchmark: 7.2.4.2 
Solve equations resulting from proportional relationships in various contexts.  
For example: Given the side lengths of one triangle and one side length of a second 
triangle that is similar to the first, find the remaining side lengths of the second triangle.  
Another example: Determine the price of 12 yards of ribbon if 5 yards of ribbon cost 
$1.85.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: A 

A Correct.  
B Miscalculated. 
C Did not divide by 4; . 
D Multiplied by 4 instead of dividing by 4; . 



 

 

Question 7 

Benchmark: 7.3.1.2 
Calculate the volume and surface area of cylinders and justify the formulas used.  
For example: Justify the formula for the surface area of a cylinder by decomposing the 
surface into two circles and a rectangle.  

Item Specifications  
• Units must be consistent throughout an item; conversions are not allowed  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: radius, diameter, circumference, cylinder, lateral area, 

and vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: B 

A Used formula for lateral area instead of volume and used diameter instead of 
radius; . 

B Correct. Radius is  or , so volume . 
C Did not square  when squaring radius. 
D Used diameter instead of radius; . 



Question 8 

 

Benchmark: 7.3.2.4 
Graph and describe translations and reflections of figures on a coordinate grid and 
determine the coordinates of the vertices of the figure after the transformation.  
For example: The point  moves to  after reflection about the y-axis.  

Item Specifications  
• Allowable notation: J and J’ (labels for points before and after transformation)  
• Allowable translation notation:   
• Images may be reflected over vertical lines, horizontal lines and the lines y=x and 

y=–x  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: D 

A Subtracted 4 from x-value and added 5 to y-value; thought K’ was K. 
B Used −4 and 5 from translation . 
C Used location of K’ . 

D 
Correct. K’ is , add 4 to x-value and subtract 5 from y-value to get 
K . 



Notes on grade expectations: Student should be able to perform the transformation in 
reverse and find the pre-image given the image. 

 



 

Question 9 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.1.1 
Design simple experiments and collect data. Determine mean, median and range for 
quantitative data and from data represented in a display. Use these quantities to draw 
conclusions about the data, compare different data sets, and make predictions.  
For example: By looking at data from the past, Sandy calculated that the mean gas 
mileage for her car was 28 miles per gallon. She expects to travel 400 miles during the 
next week. Predict the approximate number of gallons that she will use.  

Item Specifications  
• Data displays are limited to no more than 10 categories  
• Data displays from previous grades may be used  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: stem-and-leaf plot, and vocabulary given at previous 

grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: D 

A Used the frequency as the data set; chose median of 2, 5, 10, 18, 24. 
B Found median of all 10 numbers in table, then rounded down. 
C Chose middle number in age column; or found mean and rounded down. 
D Correct. The median is the 30th piece of data, 16. 



 

Question 10 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.3.2 
Calculate probability as a fraction of sample space or as a fraction of area. Express 
probabilities as percents, decimals and fractions.  
For example: Determine probabilities for different outcomes in game spinners by finding 
fractions of the area of the spinner.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: D 

A Counted 10 squares in all; gave probability for 1 of 10 squares. 
B Only counted large red section which is  of the whole. 
C Used the 3 from the question. 

D Correct. The amount of the board with the number 3 is equivalent to 8 of the 
smallest squares out of 16. 

Notes on grade expectations: Student should know that parts of the whole must be 
equal-sized, so they would use 16 as the denominator for this problem. Or the five 
squares marked 3 could be rearranged visually to determine that half of the figure is 
covered. 



Question 11 

 

Benchmark: 7.4.3.2 
Calculate probability as a fraction of sample space or as a fraction of area. Express 
probabilities as percents, decimals and fractions.  
For example: Determine probabilities for different outcomes in game spinners by finding 
fractions of the area of the spinner.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. A correct answer is shown. Student must color any 
arrangement of 10 red, 4 blue, and 6 yellow tiles in order to receive 1 point. 

 



Notes on grade expectations: Student should be able to determine that if red and blue 
tiles cover 0.7 of the whole, then yellow tiles cover 0.3 of the floor. Calculate 

 red tiles,  blue tiles, and yellow tiles. 



Question 12 
 

 
 
Benchmark: 7.2.3.1 
Use properties of algebra to generate equivalent numerical and algebraic expressions 
containing rational numbers, grouping symbols and whole number exponents. Properties 
of algebra include associative, commutative and distributive laws.  
For example: Combine like terms (use the distributive law) to write  

.  
 
Item Specifications  
• Items must not have context  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: simplify and vocabulary given at previous grades  
 
DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 
 
This is a technology-enhanced item. The correct answer is shown. Student must check 
all three boxes in order to receive 1 point. 
 



 
 
Notes on grade expectations: Students should be familiar with the order of operations, 
and the Associative, Distributive, and Commutative properties from previous grades. 
 
 
 
 

 



Question 13 

 

Benchmark: 7.2.1.2 
Understand that the graph of a proportional relationship is a line through the origin 
whose slope is the unit rate (constant of proportionality). Know how to use graphing 
technology to examine what happens to a line when the unit rate is changed.  

Item Specifications  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: proportional, origin, slope, and vocabulary given at 

previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. The correct answer is shown. Student must select 
all three correct responses in order to receive 1 point. 



 

Drop-down menu answer options: 



        

Notes on grade expectations: In seventh grade, students must be able to distinguish 
between linear and non-linear graphs. They should understand that a proportional 
relationship is linear and that its graph passes through the origin . 



Question 14 

Benchmark: 7.3.2.4 
Graph and describe translations and reflections of figures on a coordinate grid and 
determine the coordinates of the vertices of the figure after the transformation.  
For example: The point  moves to  after reflection about the y-axis.  

Item Specifications  
• Allowable notation: J and J’ (labels for points before and after transformation)  
• Allowable translation notation:   
• Images may be reflected over vertical lines, horizontal lines and the lines y=x and 

y=–x  
• Vocabulary allowed in items: vocabulary given at previous grades  

DOK: 2 
Calculator: CL 
Answer: 

This is a technology-enhanced item. A correct answer is shown. Student must select the 
correct orientation of triangle A’B’C’ and then place it in the correct location in order to 
receive 1 point. 





Grade 7 Mathematics MCA Item Sampler 
Paper Answer Key 

           Segment 1 
            7 Questions 

 

Item # Correct 
Answer 

Item 
Type 

Online 
Sampler 
Location 

Benchmark Calculator 

1 N/ A T E Sec. 2, #2 7.1.2.1 NC 
2 B MC Sec. 2, #3 7.1.2.2 NC 
3 D MC Sec. 2, #4 7.1.2.6 NC 
4 D MC Sec. 2, #5 7.2.1.1 NC 
5 A MC Sec. 2, #6 7.2.1.2 NC 
6 B MC Sec. 2, #8 7.3.2.1 NC 
7 D MC Sec. 2, #9 7.4.2.1 NC 

           Segment 2 
            19 Questions 

Item # Correct 
Answer 

Item 
Type 

Online 
Sampler 
Location 

Benchmark Calculator 

8 D MC Sec. 1, #1 7.1.1.3 CL 
9 C MC Sec. 1, #2 7.1.1.4 CL 
10 B MC Sec. 1, #3 7.1.2.5 CL 
11 C MC Sec. 1, #4 7.2.2.4 CL 
12 N/ A T E Sec. 1, #5 7.2.3.2 CL 
13 A MC Sec. 1, #6 7.2.4.1 CL 
14 B MC Sec. 1, #7 7.3.1.1 CL 
15 B MC Sec. 1, #8 7.3.2.3 CL 
16 B MC Sec. 1, #10 7.4.3.3 CL 
17 C MC Sec. 3, #1 7.1.1.2 CL 
18 A MC Sec. 3, #2 7.1.1.5 CL 
19 A MC Sec. 3, #3 7.1.2.4 CL 
20 A MC Sec. 3, #4 7.2.2.2 CL 
21 C MC Sec. 3, #5 7.2.3.1 CL 
22 A MC Sec. 3, #6 7.2.4.2 CL 
23 B MC Sec. 3, #7 7.3.1.2 CL 
24 D MC Sec. 3, #8 7.3.2.4 CL 
25 D MC Sec. 3, #9 7.4.1.1 CL 
26 D MC Sec. 3, #10 7.4.3.2 CL 
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